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Sparked by the introduction of Janissary percussion into the works of the First Viennese 
School, composers have been steadily expanding the musical responsibilities and tonal palette of 
the orchestral percussion section. Most institutions of higher education extensively address the 
traditional orchestral percussion instruments and only relatively recently have these institutions 
begun incorporating the more “exotic” percussion instruments from various indigenous musical 
traditions. With the resources and proposed performance practices suggested in this document, 
orchestral percussionists can gain the knowledge and familiarity to identify the instruments by 
name and construction, demonstrate fluency in technique and sound production, and display 
basic understanding of rhythmic structure and improvisation within the appropriate musical 
styles. This document examines the orchestral use of indigenous percussion instruments from the 
Caribbean in order to clearly address the specific instrumental and technical requirements that 
are often excluded in the formal training of orchestral percussionists. The instruments addressed 
in this document include: bongos, congas, timbales, steel pan, claves, cowbell, guiro, and 
maracas. Each instrument is discussed regarding History & Construction, Sounds & Techniques, 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Sparked by the introduction of Janissary percussion into the works of the First Viennese 
School, composers have been steadily expanding the musical responsibilities and tonal palette of 
the orchestral percussion section. By the mid-nineteenth century, composers from all over the 
world began incorporating North, Central, and South American percussion instruments into their 
works.1 In addition to the “traditional” Western orchestral percussion instruments,2 the “exotic” 
attraction of percussion instruments from the Caribbean created a surge in compositions 
requiring instruments unfamiliar to the majority of formally trained percussionists.3  
Following the established canon, orchestral musicians are routinely trained exclusively in 
the Western Art Music tradition.4 Most institutions of higher education extensively address the 
traditional orchestral percussion instruments and only recently have these institutions begun 
incorporating the more “exotic” percussion instruments from various indigenous musical 
traditions. Research discussing the music of the Americas is being published on an increasingly 
regular basis. Unfortunately, to date, I have yet to find a single publication that specifically 
addresses the use of Caribbean percussion instruments in the orchestral repertoire. 
A noticeable difference between the Western Art Music tradition and the majority of 
indigenous musical traditions is the method of conveying and preserving music. The Western Art 
Music tradition relies primarily on textual notation as a means of preservation and replication. 
																																																								
1 Louis Moreau Gottschalk’s La Nuit des Tropiques (1859) calls for a folkloric Afro-Cuban percussion section. Igor 
Stravinsky’s infamous La Sacre du printemps (1913) showcases possibly the earliest example of orchestral writing 
for guiro (raspador in the score). Unfortunately, it is unclear whether Stravinsky intended for the guiro to be made 
from a gourd (Cuba) or from bamboo (Brazil). 
2 I consider the “traditional” orchestral percussion instruments to include snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, timpani, 
keyboard percussion, and toys/sound effects (tambourine, triangle, whistles, calls, etc.). 
3 Nolan Warden, “A History of the Conga Drum,” Percussive Notes (February 2005): 13-14, accessed April 13th, 
2016, http://publications.pas.org/archive/Feb05/Articles/0502.08-15.pdf. 
4 The Western Art Music tradition includes classical composers such as Handel, Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Mahler, 
Stravinsky, and Copland. 
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Historically, the majority of folkloric music is passed down from previous generations through 
some type of oral/aural tradition. Herein lies the disparity between institutionally trained 
percussionists and those educated in folk music traditions. Folk percussionists learn very quickly 
by example, but often lack the ability to read music notation. Formally educated percussionists 
are familiar with music notation, but are often unfamiliar with percussion instruments from 
outside of the typical orchestral percussion section.  
The educational gap between “traditional” instruments and “other” instruments can be 
seen with a comparison between methods of musical preservation. With formal percussion 
education being based on Western Art Music, textual lineage — provenance — directs the 
subject prioritization and pedagogical authority. The lack of formal attention to non-Western 
percussion studies has yielded fewer method books than what is available for the “traditional” 
percussion instruments. Method books and other educational resources such as field studies, 
journal articles, and dissertations help bridge this “educational gap.” With these resources and 
proper training,5 orchestral percussionists readily gain the knowledge and familiarity to identify 
the instruments by name and construction, demonstrate fluency in technique and sound 
production, and display basic understanding of rhythmic structure and improvisation within the 
appropriate musical styles.  
My undergraduate professor recognized the necessity for his students to be familiar with 
percussion instruments outside of the Western Art Music tradition. Dr. J.C. Combs (Wichita 
State University) regularly augmented his program with “world percussion” specialists such as 
Michael Spiro, Andy Narell, and Glen Velez. My exposure to these kinds of specialists helped to 
																																																								
5 The selected method books, field studies, articles, and dissertations contain instrument images and descriptions 
(with discussion of history and construction), required techniques and suggestions for achieving the appropriate 
sounds, transcriptions of traditional Afro-Cuban percussion music, and suggested listening. Other educational 
resources include video and audio recordings. 
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cultivate my interest in these musical instruments and genres. Seeming to be a somewhat niche 
musical interest, indigenous percussion techniques and stylistic knowledge proved useful many 
years later while beginning a career as a freelance percussionist.  
My experience during my first few seasons with the Wichita Symphony Orchestra 
revolved primarily around auxiliary instruments such as tambourine, triangle, and cymbals. 
When Symphonic Dances from “West Side Story” (1960) by Leonard Bernstein appeared on the 
repertoire list, I was assigned the timbales part. At the first rehearsal of the mambo section 
(measure 400), I was requested to play a “real mambo” on the timbales rather than the written 
music. The logic behind the argument is quite simple: assuming that Bernstein literally wanted a 
mambo-feel during this section of the music, it is entirely plausible that the percussion parts were 
written as the composer’s best approximation, or representation, of the style. Subsequent 
symphony performances involving hand percussion made it clear that my interest in Caribbean 
percussion instruments and musical styles helped set me apart from a few of my colleagues.   
This document examines the orchestral use of indigenous percussion instruments from 
the Caribbean in order to clearly address the specific instrumental and technical requirements 
that are often excluded in the formal training of orchestral percussionists. The instruments to be 
addressed in this document include: bongos, congas, timbales, steel pan, claves, cowbell, guiro, 
and maracas. Ideally, the total percussionist should be completely versed in all instruments and 
musical genres from across the globe. In reality, however, artistry is often directly associated 
with specialization. The purpose of this paper is not to demand that the orchestral percussionist 
becomes an Afro-Cuban percussion specialist, but instead to acquire comprehension of the 
indigenous instruments and styles present in the genre. This particular specialization ensures that 
the performer has the necessary knowledge and skills to correctly identify the instruments, 
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demonstrate facility of traditional techniques, and institute performance practices when 
appropriate. This level of fluency is necessary for performers to accurately realize the 
composer’s intent. If artistic integrity is not enough incentive, remind yourself that inaccurate 
performers generally find themselves chronically unemployed.  
In order to segue into a discussion of performance practice, one needs to distinguish 
between two separate compositional methods of employing these instruments: timbral capacity 
and stylistic representation. A primary indication of a stylistic representation is the presence of a 
syncopated rhythmic pattern, or “groove,” resembling the rhythmic figures found in an 
indigenous musical tradition. Instances of stylistic representation present the opportunity to 
institute some level of performance practice. For example, professional freelance drum set 
performers have discovered composers rarely fully notate their intentions when creating groove-
oriented drum set charts. “Skeleton grooves” consisting of bass drum, snare drum, and slash 
notation are commonly used to dictate the “melody” of a groove. Slash notation (figure 1) is a 
common method of indicating that the performer is expected to fill out the rest of the rhythm 
with time-keeping elements appropriate within the given style (hi-hats, cymbals, fills, etc.).  
 





This concept of “filling out the groove” is requisite for the accurate realization of 
indigenous stylistic representations. Without knowledge of these “exotic” percussion instruments 
and their traditional musical styles, percussionists will have little success with the techniques and 
performance practice opportunities throughout the repertoire.6 When a composer is attempting to 
create an “exotic” stylistic representation, the notational vocabulary to accurately depict a given 
indigenous percussion music often falls short of the true intent. The iconic and characteristic 
rhythms and patterns presented throughout this document create a musical vocabulary from 
which the performer can justify employing various levels of performance practice. 
A general understanding of the percussion role in salsa music will help the percussionist 
to make performance educated practice decisions affecting musical direction. Salsa tunes are 
typically separated into “down” sections and “up” sections. The “down” sections are generally 
characterized by a thinner instrumentation/texture, less volume, and a more-subdued rhythmic 
structure. The percussion section plays simple, repetitive patterns during these “down” sections. 
The “up” sections are marked by thicker instrumentations/textures, louder volume, and more 
rhythmic variation and improvisation. Specific examples of how these sections affect instrument 
and pattern choices are discussed within individual instrument entries. 
Although this document focuses on examples of stylistic representation in the orchestral 
repertoire, composers often choose these instruments simply for their specific colors and timbres. 
The process of creating a musical vocabulary for these instruments includes becoming familiar 
with the indigenous sounds and articulations, regardless of instituting a performance practice. 
Familiarity with an instrument’s techniques is necessary to fully exploit the sonic possibilities. 
For example, creating a sound on a conga drum is no difficult task. Creating a good, or 
appropriate, sound, on the other hand… 
																																																								
6 Gary D. Cook, Teaching Percussion: with DVD, 3rd ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson Schirmer, 2006), 265. 
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This document contains a List of Selected Repertoire categorized by instrument. The List 
of Selected Repertoire was created using Raynor Carroll’s Symphonic Repertoire Guide for 
Timpani and Percussion. This repertoire guide is a respectably comprehensive listing of 
orchestral works that include percussion. Works are listed alphabetically under each composer 
with the percussion parts listed numerically. Carroll’s guide is the only resource I have been able 
to locate that actually connects these “exotic” percussion instruments with orchestral works.7 
Examining each page, I compiled works that use instruments from the Caribbean (bongos, 
congas, cowbells, claves, etc…) into a master list. The scope of this reduced repertoire guide was 
then narrowed to the instruments that appeared most often. Each of the chosen instruments is 
discussed through four points: a short history and construction of the instrument, the basic 
techniques required to produce the appropriate sounds, examples of rhythmic patterns and 
characteristics, and a brief proposition of appropriate performance practice. 
 
History & Construction 
 
 To accurately realize a composer’s intent, investigating the specific sound to which the 
composer may have been exposed is necessary. For example, the sound of a modern vibraslap is 
a common effect found in contemporary literature, but a composer writing for a quijada, its 
predecessor, expects a darker, shorter sound. Instrument size and, by extension, pitch range also 
warrant historical consideration. Percussionists are likely to have greater access to modern 
instruments rather than “period” instruments. However, percussionists should also be aware of 
how the instrument may have changed and evolved from the time that a particular piece was 
																																																								
7 In an effort to limit the scope of this document to a manageable amount of information, I have chosen to exclude 
Wind Ensemble literature. However, I believe that further research into this genre will provide a body of literature 
that will continue to expand the responsibilities of the ensemble percussionist. 
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written. As the construction materials have changed over the last century, the actual sound of the 
instrument has evolved as well. Once the historical context and available instruments have been 
considered, the performer can make an educated decision on how to best serve the orchestra’s 
needs as well as the composer’s intentions. 
 
Sounds & Techniques 
 
 Considering percussion instruments of the Caribbean have made their way into virtually 
every form of commercial and classical music, the majority of formally educated percussionists 
should have at least a cursory familiarity with these instruments. Regardless of performance 
practice, a composer chooses an instrument for the specific timbre needed at that particular 
moment in the music. Some of these instruments can be played using familiar orchestral 
percussion techniques, strokes, and grips (timbales, steel pan, auxiliary instruments). Other 
instruments require a more extensive technical discussion involving the various tones and 
playing areas (bongos, congas).  
 
Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 Each entry includes iconic patterns and variations intended to help build the musical 
vocabulary necessary to implement appropriate performance practices. Unlike the expansiveness 
found in the Recommended Method Books, the presented patterns and variations were chosen as 
the most specifically applicable to the repertoire. Other patterns may serve as appropriate 
performance practice substitutions, but the offered material functions as a fundamental starting 
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point. Several of the instruments addressed in this document are more often recognized for their 
specific characteristics rather than any musical style or rhythmic pattern. For example, the guiro 
is often assigned rhythmic figures that do not resemble any traditional guiro pattern, yet the 
performer’s interpretation should regard the fact that the composer specifically chose the guiro 
for its characteristic scraping sounds.  
 
Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 The performance practice involved with Baroque harpsichord and basso continuo 
demands that the performer have the necessary musical vocabulary to realize the composer’s 
intent (not necessarily the exact notes and rhythms). Selected works from the orchestral 
repertoire present opportunities for variations, substitutions, and special considerations. 
Accordingly, certain instruments such as bongos, congas, and timbales regularly offer many 
opportunities for variation. Instruments such as steel pan and the auxiliary instruments offer less. 
Regardless, the sounds and characteristics of all these instruments affect the musical integrity as 
much as their associated rhythmic patterns. Works referenced include: 
 
Cuban Overture (1933) – George Gershwin  
Bongos | Claves | Guiro | Maracas 
 
Danzón Cubano (1942) – Aaron Copland 




Fandango: sopra un basso del Padre Soler (1985, rev. 1992) – Hans Werner Henze 
Steel pan 
 
Heliogabalus Imperator: Allegoria per musica (1972)– Hans Werner Henze 
Steel pan 
 
Sunset Strip (1999, rev. 2002) – Michael Daugherty 
Cowbell 
 
Symphonic Dances from “West Side Story” (1960) – Leonard Bernstein 
Bongos | Congas | Timbales | Cowbell 
 
Tristan: preludes for piano, electronic tapes and orchestra (1973) – Hans Werner Henze 
Steel pan 
 
The original part for each instrument is examined and, when appropriate, various levels of 
performance practice are suggested. Discussion of the various musical elements in each of these 
examples helps direct the performer in choosing the most appropriate level of performance 
practice.  
 As mentioned previously, I believe method books and instructional videos can help to 
bridge the educational gap between the formal training of orchestral percussionists and the aural 
tradition/training of the instruments of the Caribbean. The institutional education system is 
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firmly rooted in printed material, thus students of that system are most accustomed to learning in 
that manner. Therefore, it seems only logical that these instruments be presented in a fashion 
similar to institutional training. The list of method books included in the appendix of this 
document expands on patterns, techniques, history, and musical function beyond what is 
necessary for the orchestral repertoire. The subjectivity of instrument techniques and sounds 
renders textual descriptions that are somewhat incomplete. Watching and listening to the 
instructional videos will help demonstrate both the desired sound of each instrument as well as 
the technique required to achieve that sound. Music notation may, or may not help the orchestral 
percussionist learn the rhythm/pattern faster, but, creating the correct “feel” requires hearing 
AND seeing the pattern implemented. These videos are also useful to demonstrate the ideal 
tuning ranges for the drums. 
 The written rhythms and patterns of the discussed stylistic representations function 
adequately within their respective musical contexts. The suggested performance practice 
(variations, substitutions) is not intended to replace the composer’s directions, but rather to 
enhance the original part and better interpret the composer’s intentions. As with all performance 









Chapter 2: Bongos 
History & Construction 
 
 A set of bongos, or bongó (bahn-GO), is a “pair of small wooden-shelled, conical-shaped, 
single-headed drums”8 from the Province of Oriente in Cuba.9 In the late 1880s,10 the instrument 
began appearing in son, changui, and jibaro groups.11 Early bongos were constructed using the 
layers of hollowed-out tree trunks. The inside layer of the trunk would serve as the shell for the 
smaller macho drum while the outside layer would function as the shell for the larger hembra 
drum.12 Calfskin heads were attached using tacks and tuned using some form of external heat 
source.13 Modern instruments are constructed using fiberglass or wooden staves14 and are tuned 
using metal rims and tuning rods. 
In relation to most hand percussion instruments, bongos are tuned exceptionally high. 
The larger hembra drum — positioned underneath the dominant hand — is tuned about an 
interval of a perfect fourth below the smaller macho drum.15 Sizes vary somewhat among 
manufacturers and models, but 7-1/4” and 8-5/8” tend to be the most common diameters. As 
with many other instruments, skin drumheads offer warmth and tone, whereas synthetic 
drumheads offer volume and durability. The performer’s choice should regard the possible use of 
drumsticks on the bongos. The bead of a drumstick will likely damage the fibrous membranes 
																																																								
8 Gary D. Cook, Teaching Percussion: with DVD, 3rd ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson Schirmer, 2006), 266. 
9 Ed Uribe, The Essence of Afro-Cuban Percussion & Drum Set (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 1996), 111. 
10 Cook, 266. 
11 Son and changui groups come from Cuba. Jibaro groups come from Puerto Rico. These small groups consisted of 
guitar, tres, cuatro, maracas or guiro, bongos, and claves. Richie Gajate-Garcia, Play Bongos & Hand Percussion 
Now: The Basics & Beyond (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 2002), 10. 
12 Cook, 266. 
13 Gajate-Garcia, 10. 
14 The process of using wooden staves to construct a drum shell is very similar to the process of making barrels. The 
wooden stave system is significantly more cost effective than hollowing out single pieces of wood. 
15 Cook, 267. 
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within the drumhead, thus deadening the tone irreparably. If the instrument is played using only 
traditional hand techniques, skin drumheads may be the more appealing option. 
 
Sounds & Techniques 
 
Sitting versus Standing 
 
 Traditionally, the bongocero (performer) is seated with the instrument held between the 
knees and legs.16 Percussionists who have spent time playing bongos in this position are aware of 
the pain that can occur from the tuning lugs resting in uncomfortable areas of the legs. Richie 
Gajate-Garcia offers a very practical solution to this issue:  
“It is very possible that one or both drums will feel uncomfortable and you will probably 
feel one or more of the tension rods digging into your calf. If this is so, take the bongo 
and loosen the drum enough to be able to rotate the head and lower supporting metal 
piece without totally taking all of the components apart. Now rotate the drum until you 
are able to place the tension rod in a position that when placed back between the legs 
causes the tension rod to fall right in the bend of your leg.”17 
The ever-expanding popularity of multi-percussion instrument set-ups has led to the 
common use of bongo stands.18 The angle of the stand/bongos will vary depending on the 
specific use. If the instrument is to be played with sticks in a non-traditional fashion, “the drums 
may be positioned at any relationship to the performer, including a straight-line arrangement 
																																																								
16 Uribe, 111. 
17 Gajate-Garcia, 19. 
18 Ibid. 
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perpendicular to the player to eliminate any cross sticking.”19 Should hand techniques be 
required, the stand should be angled away from the performer to facilitate the technique used in 
the seated position.20 
 
Bongo hand techniques involve a plethora of sounds including open tones, muffled tones, 





As with any other hand percussion instrument, open tones refer to the un-muffled, free-ringing 
sound of the drumhead. Experiment with one-half to two-thirds of your finger length to find a 
warm, free-ringing tone while avoiding unintentional muffling.21 Bongocero Carlos Caro 
recommends hitting your legs/thighs at the same time as the drum to help demonstrate the proper 




Muffled tones and finger sounds are very similar techniques in bongo playing. Most resources 
consider finger and thumb sounds to be the primary responsibility of the non-dominant hand 
																																																								
19 Cook, 267. 
20 When seated with the instrument positioned between the performer’s legs and knees, the bongos will naturally 
angle away from the performer. Obviously, situational exceptions will occur.  
21 Cheryl A. Grosso, Hand Drumming Essentials: The Instruments, Techniques and Compositions for Ensemble 
Performance (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2000), 14. 
22 Latin Percussion, “A Bongocero Lesson with Carlos Caro” (YouTube video), published February 11, 2013, 
accessed April 9, 2016, https://youtu.be/dul5QcnoiGw.  
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(more on that technique below). Various artists and books label the same stroke as a finger 
stroke, tip stroke, muffled stroke, slap,23 and hammer stroke.24 For this entry, the muffled tone 
can be described as striking the drum and allowing the finger(s) to remain on the drumhead. The 




Using the tips of the fingers,25 the higher pitch of the slap is created by striking the middle of the 
drum.26 While most other tones use the length of the fingers to create the sound, consistently 
activating the drum with the tips of the fingers can prove more difficult than with the other stroke 
types. As mentioned previously, some resources label a slap tone as being a louder stroke with a 
single finger.  
 
Finger and Thumb Sounds 
 
The standard martillo pattern (following page) involves a rocking motion27 between the thumb 
and fingers of the non-dominant hand.28 The thumb sound is played as a muffled thumb stroke in 
the middle of the macho drum. The fingers sound is played as a muffled stroke in the same area. 
																																																								
23 Latin Percussion, “Playing Bongos with Kevin Ricard” (YouTube video), published May 28, 2013, accessed April 
9, 2016, https://youtu.be/fi3tlqrYklE. 
24 Latin Percussion, “Richie ‘Gajate’ Garcia: Close Up on Bongos and Timbales” (YouTube video), uploaded 
November 8, 2007, accessed April 9, 2016, https://youtu.be/6zcKMbtMZ7Q.  
25 Grosso, 14. 
26 Garcia YouTube. 
27 The rocking motion between the thumb and fingers is similar to the heel-toe rocking motion found in tumbao 
conga patterns. 
28 Grosso, 14. 
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Consecutively alternating these two strokes will begin to demonstrate a sort of teetering motion 
between the tips of the fingers and the wrist. 
 
Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 The martillo (Mahr-tée-yo)29 is so pervasively iconic for bongos that the pattern (figure 
2) appears relatively unaltered in virtually all forms of music. The first introduction to the 
instrument for some may have been the theme music for the television program “The People’s 
Court.”30  
 
Figure 2: Example of Generic Martillo Patterns
 
 
The word “martillo” literally translates as “hammer” in Spanish. If the rhythm is played 
correctly, a half note or quarter note pulse (figure 3) will be “hammered” out of the texture.31 
 
																																																								
29 Cook, 267. 
30 Operator35, “The People’s Court 1981-1993 theme music,” uploaded February 5, 2008, accessed April 9, 2016, 
https://youtu.be/7iTqoDH0vFU. 
31 Uribe, 111. 
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Figure 3: Martillo Skeletal Structure
 
 
The rocking motion between the thumb and fingers of the non-dominant hand creates a time-
keeping element between the dominant-hand pulse. Standard martillo variations (figure 4) often 
involve substituting finger and thumb sounds for slap and open tones. 
 
Figure 4: Martillo Variations
 
 
Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 Leonard Bernstein’s West Side Story: Symphonic Dances (1960) contains one of the most 
memorable mambos in the entire orchestral repertoire. At measure 400 (figure 5), the typical 
Afro-Cuban grouping of cowbell, bongos, and timbales establishes the mambo. 
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Figure 5: M. 400, Symphonic Dances 
32 
 
Running sixteenths on the bongos certainly creates an exciting and energetic atmosphere, but a 
bongocero would most likely play a martillo pattern during a mambo. Measure 400 is a 
significant change in musical texture from the previous section. Considering the drastic dynamic 
drop-off at measure 404, this short percussion break seems to function as an attention-seeking 
statement. Martillo variations such as those traditionally found in the livelier sections of salsa 
tunes would likely serve as more appropriate substitutions (figure 6). 
 
Figure 6: M. 400 Variation, Symphonic Dances  
 
																																																								
32 Leonard Bernstein, Symphonic Dances from “West Side Story” (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1995), 44. 
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 When the percussion reemerges at measure 410 (figure 7), the cowbells and bongos are 
given a more subdued dynamic than measure 400. 
 
Figure 7: M. 410, Symphonic Dances  
33 
 
The simple iconic martillo (figure 8) would work well to continue the mambo atmosphere 
without disturbing the music in the rest of the orchestra. 
 
Figure 8: M. 410 Substitution, Symphonic Dances  
 
 
 Measure 466 (figure 9) introduces the tom-toms (top) and conga (bottom) into the mambo 





33 Bernstein, 46. 
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Figure 9: M. 466, Symphonic Dances  
34 
 
The forte fortissimo dynamic invites a more extravagant and improvisatory martillo pattern 
(figure 10).  
 
Figure 10: M. 466 Substitution, Symphonic Dances  
 
 
 Measure 484 offers an interesting opportunity to combine the original part with 
performance practice. This two-measure pattern is the same rhythm found in measure 466, but 








34 Bernstein, 54. 
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Figure 11: M. 484, Symphonic Dances  
35 
 
Musically, the “groove” has simply intensified. A modified martillo would bring out this new 
rhythmic layer (accents) without disturbing the texture (figure 12). 
 
Figure 12: M. 484 Substitution, Symphonic Dances  
 
 
Measure 496 begins the final push to the end of the mambo section. Martillo variations would 
again be a viable substitution. 
 George Gershwin took a slightly different approach to the bongos in his Cuban Overture 
(1932). It seems that Gershwin literally notated a rhythm imitating a bongocero’s improvised 




35 Ibid., 57. 
36  Improvisation in Afro-Cuban music often revolves around the creation and resolution of rhythmic tension. 
Fragmenting rhythmic themes, triplets, and odd groupings are common improvisatory devices. 
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Figure 13: Reh. 3, Cuban Overture 
37 
This type of writing is found throughout the entire overture. Although substituting a martillo 
would accordingly be inappropriate, simple ornamentation occurs regularly in the style (figure 
14). 
 
Figure 14: Reh. 3 Ornamentation, Cuban Overture  
 
 
 The techniques discussed in this entry prepare the percussionist to create the sounds 
required by an ever-growing compositional tonal palette. Should the music indicate some sort of 
stylistic representation, it is the responsibility of the performer to make educated decisions to 
best reflect the composer’s intentions. Though the written notes are likely to suffice, an educated 
performance practice can enhance the musical experience for performers and audience alike.   
 
See also: 
 Appendix B: Recommended Method Books (Bongos) ………………….……..….. 115 
 Appendix C: Instructional Videos (Bongos) …………………………………..…… 122 
																																																								
37 George Gershwin, Cuban Overture (New York: W. B. Music Corp., 1933), 6. 
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Chapter 3: Congas 
History & Construction 
 
 Conga (COHN-ga)38 drums are barrel-shaped, stave constructed, single-headed drums 
from Cuba. Traditionally referred to as tumbadoras,39 congas are direct descendants of the 
conical Makúta drums introduced by Congolese Africans through the slave trade.40 The 
evolution of tumbadoras from Makúta drums is marked by the use of stave construction41 to 
create the shells rather than carving from single pieces of wood or hollowed-out tree trunks.42 As 
the carved African drums were often banned during colonial rule, slaves skirted the law with 
their “new” Cuban stave construction tumbadoras.43 Like most folkloric hand drums, conga 
heads were made from thick calf, mule, goat, or deer skin.44 Methods of lacing on, pegging, and 
tacking these drumheads gave way to metal rims and tuning lugs by the 1950s. This 
advancement not only antiquated the need to tune the drums using some sort of heat source, but 
it also expanded the possible range of the instrument. Fiberglass shells were created to increase 
volume, durability, and portability over the warmer-sounding wooden instruments. To combat 
the temperamental nature of animal skin, synthetic conga heads began development in the mid-
																																																								
38 Gary D. Cook, Teaching Percussion: with DVD, 3rd ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson Schirmer, 2006), 268. 
39 Don Skoog, Latin-Percussion Handbook, Book One: Congas, (Oak Park, Il: Contemporary Music Project, 2004), 
2. 
40 Ed Uribe, The Essence of Afro-Cuban Percussion & Drum Set (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 1996), 74. 
41 Congas are made using staves in the same manner as barrel making. Nolan Warden, “A History of the Conga 
Drum,” Percussive Notes (February 2005): 11, accessed April 13th, 2016, 
http://publications.pas.org/archive/Feb05/Articles/0502.08-15.pdf. 
42 Cook, 268. 
43 The colonial rulers feared that traditional African drums would incite revolt among the slave population. Warden, 
11. 
44 Deer skin is an unusual substitution because the porous nature of the animal skin is very taxing on the hands of the 
conguero.  
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1990s.45 The three most common sizes available are the 11-inch quinto (KEEN-toe), the 11¾-
inch conga (COHN-ga), and the 12½-inch tumba (TOOM-ba).46 
 
Sounds & Techniques 
 
Sitting versus Standing 
 
 The conguero is traditionally seated with the drum held in between the legs and the heels 
or instep of the feet. The drum is leaned slightly away from the performer, creating a space 
(opening) between the drum and the floor to increase resonance.47 In a two-drum configuration, 
the lower drum is placed to the performer’s dominant side.48 In the orchestral setting, standing 
behind mounted congas will likely be the most logical choice. Basket stands and bracket stands 
allow for the most free-ringing volume from the instrument. Aside from the added physical 
stability,49 a standing performer is more visual to the audience than a seated performer. Comfort 
and logistics should be a principal consideration when choosing between seated and standing 
positions. Although most method books and artists agree that tuning is a very personal choice, a 
perfect fourth between the two drums—conga and tumba—seems to be the most common 
tuning.50 When needed, the quinto is tuned between a second and a fifth above the conga.51 
																																																								
45 Warden, 12. 
46 Cheryl A. Grosso, Hand Drumming Essentials: The Instruments, Techniques and Compositions for Ensemble 
Performance (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2000), 6. 
47 “If you are playing on a carpeted floor then you should place the drums on a wooden board large enough to 
accommodate all the drums you are playing. This especially helps the resonance of the drums you aren’t holding—
the ones sitting directly on the floor.” Uribe, 75-76. 
48 Cook, 268. 
49 The barrel shape of congas makes them particularly top-heavy and prone to falling over at the slightest nudge. 
Some stands come with locking wheels that can make moving this heavy, clumsy instrument significantly easier and 
safer.  
50 Uribe, 76. 
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 Compared to the other instruments in this document, conga technique is by far the most 
difficult to master. “The precedent for performance includes a big, fat, and strong sound.”52 A 
great deal of practice is required to create consistent tones with one hand, let alone consistency 
between two hands. The basic required techniques include bass tones, open tones, muffled tones, 




There seems to be some disagreement about whether a bass tone is muted,53 or open.54 The tone 
is created by striking the drumhead slightly off-center55 using the lower portion, or the heel, of 
the palm.56 Initiating the stroke from the elbow will add arm weight to help produce a full bass 
sound. Many proponents of playing a bass tone as a dead stroke recommend “digging in with the 
heel of the hand” to help produce a bigger sound.57 Considering the natural dry resonance of 




Open tones are the most free-ringing of the conga techniques. The hand is held flat with the four 
fingers held together58 resembling a type of paddle. Removing the hand from the drum after 
																																																								
51 Tumba – G, Conga – C, Quinto – E. Cook, 268. Chalo Eduardo and Frank Kumor, Drum Circle: A Guide to 
World Percussion (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2002), 7. 
52 Uribe, 74. 
53 Grosso, 12. 
54 Cook, 269. 
55 Uribe, 77. 
56 Eduardo, 8. 
57 Grosso, 12. 
58 Skoog, 3. 
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impact is essential in order for the drum to ring. Hitting the bearing edge59 of the drum at an 
angle in the fold/crease of the palm will cause the correct part of the fingers to hit the drumhead. 
The trick is in learning how to rest the palm on the rim after impact60 while “allowing the fingers 




As the name implies, muffled tones are muffled to prevent any ringing of the conga head. This 
technique is identical to open tones with the exception of allowing the fingers to spring back 
from the drum.62 Also known as a tapado stroke, the muffled tone is a combination of impact 





Functioning as the “hand drum equivalent of a rim shot,” slap tones are “produced by whip 
cracking the flats of the tips of your fingers against the head.”65 Of all the conga techniques, the 
slap is the most varied from player to player. Many well-respected educators and popular method 
books present slap tones as grabbing or clawing the conga head. The correct hand position is 
more similar to that of the open tone. The hand is bent slightly at the fold/crease of the palm 
																																																								
59 Eduardo, 8. 
60 Skoog, 3. 
61 Cook, 269. 
62 Grosso, 13. 
63 Skoog, 3. 
64 Uribe, 79. 
65 Skoog, 3. 
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while the fingers — still held straight — are slightly spread. With the fingertips pulled back as 
far as possible, a whipping motion can be created by initiating the stroke from the elbow. As the 
arm lowers during the stroke, the fingertips whip down onto the drumhead, producing the iconic 
“crack” of a conga slap. To produce a closed slap, simply allow the fingers to dampen the 
drumhead after impact. An open slap, however, requires the fingers to spring back off the head to 




The heel-toe motion — sometimes called the marcha or manoteo — is “played by rocking 
between the heel [lower portion of the palm] and toe (fingertips) of the hand (although the true 
sound is really the entire palm of the hand for the heel strokes, and the fingers and palm for the 
toe strokes).”66 This rocking motion functions as timekeeping filler in between tones (open, slap, 
etc.). Although these strokes may seem to be of less importance than the slaps and open tones in 
a tumbaó (following page), the motion is intended to be the driving force behind the groove. 
 
Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 Just as the martillo is the rhythmic pattern that virtually defines bongos, one can hardly 
mention congas without including the tumbaó pattern (figure 15). Also known as a marcha or 
ritmo normal,67 the tumbaó “is the basic Conga drum rhythm for practically all of the Son-
derived styles, with the only basic difference in the pattern from style to style being the tempo. 
																																																								
66 Uribe, 78. 
67 Skoog, 4. 
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Played for the Guajira, Cha-Cha, Son (Son Montuno) and Mambo — from slowest to fastest — 
the pattern is essentially the same.”68 
 
Figure 15: Generic Tumbaó Pattern for Son Music Styles 
 
 
As with most hand percussion traditions, the “melody” of the particular pattern is generally all of 
the tones minus the timekeeping elements. The “melody” for a tumbaó is simply the slap tones 
and the open tones (figure 16). 
 
Figure 16: Tumbaó Skeletal Structure 
 
 
Stylistically accurate variation and improvisation often involves substituting timekeeping 




68 Uribe, 90. 
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Figure 17: Tumbaó Variation 
 
 
Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 Leonard Bernstein wrote twenty-two measures for a conga drum during the mambo 
section of his West Side Story: Symphonic Dances (1960). At measure 466 (figure 18), the conga 
(bottom) is grouped with the bongos (middle). 
 
Figure 18: M. 466, Symphonic Dances  
69 
 
Throughout this section, the conga is responsible for a single note on the “and” of beat two. 
Though this note placement helps to accentuate the music throughout the rest of the percussion 
section as well as the orchestra, added timekeeping elements would help drive the mambo in a 
more stylistically representative manner (figure 19).  
 
																																																								
69 Leonard Bernstein, Symphonic Dances from “West Side Story” (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1995), 54. 
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Figure 19: M. 466 Substitution, Symphonic Dances  
 
 
 Should the performer be interested in substituting a two-conga tumbaó variation, 
attention to the direction of the clave rhythm is required. Of the three instruments present at 
measure 466, only the bongos show a rhythm syncopated enough to dictate a clave direction. In 
this section, Bernstein wrote in 3:2 clave (figure 20). 
 
Figure 20: M. 466 Clave Direction, Symphonic Dances  
 
 
 Many drumstick and mallet manufacturers offer some sort of “conga stick” intended for 
performers who are unable to play the instrument in a traditional manner. Though these beaters 
will activate the drum, hand techniques are necessary to create authentic tones. The argument can 
be made that the majority of composers choose the instrument because of its specific timbre, a 
timbre likely created with hand techniques. Whether or not we as professionals choose to 
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experiment with a performance practice, the interpretation, re-creation, and realization of the 
composer’s intent are the primary responsibilities of musicians. 
 
See also: 
 Appendix B: Recommended Method Books (Congas) ………………….……….... 115 



















Chapter 4: Timbales 
History & Construction 
 
 Formally educated orchestral percussionists should be aware that the French term for 
timpani is timbales.70 As the name suggests, Afro-Cuban timbales “evolved directly from an 
offshoot of the European orchestral timpani called the Timbales Criollos (Creole Timpani), 
which originally looked exactly like the European timpani.”71 The original function of creole 
timpani was to accompany the French Contredanse, a music introduced to the city of Santiago 
de Cuba by Afro-Haitian immigrants fleeing a slave rebellion in 1791.72 The majority of 
resources agree that timbales developed in the Cuban province of Oriente.73 The timetable 
regarding the appearance and evolution of the instrument, however, varies considerably. Richie 
Gajate-Garcia claims that the instrument was played in Cuba as early as 1852.74 Other sources 
begin with the popularity of the danzón bands of the early 1900s75 and the charanga orchestras 
of the 1940s.76 Eventually, danzón bands and charanga orchestras evolved into salsa bands 
directed by timbaleros such as Tito Puente. 
 The physical evolution of the Timbales Criollos into modern-day timbales had a very 
practical reason. “Due to the large size of the timpani and the popularity of the danzón music, a 
smaller version of the timpani had to be created in order to make it easier to transport.”77 Early 
smaller versions of traditional European timpani used shells made from iron or copper paila and 
																																																								
70 Gary D. Cook, Teaching Percussion: with DVD, 3rd ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson Schirmer, 2006), 271. 
71 Ed Uribe, The Essence of Afro-Cuban Percussion & Drum Set (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 1996), 115. 
72 Ibid. 
73 Richie Gajate-Garcia, Play Timbales Now: The Basics & Beyond (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 2004), 11. 
74 Ibid. 
75 John H. Beck, ed., Encyclopedia of Percussion, 2nd ed. (New York, NY: Routledge/Taylor & Francis Group, 
2007), 260. 
76 Chalo Eduardo and Frank Kumor, Drum Circle: A Guide to World Percussion (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing 
Co., Inc., 2002), 49. 
77 Gajate-Garcia, 11. 
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were thus referred to as “la paila cubana.”78 “Calfskin heads were mounted with tension keys 
onto metal canisters and the canisters mounted on a stand at about knee [high]. These original 
timbales were played sitting down.”79 Contemporary timbales80 consist of a pair of metal-shelled 
drums81 with single plastic/skin heads ranging between twelve and sixteen inches in diameter.82 
Traditionally played standing,83 the smaller macho drum (under the performer’s dominant 
hand84) is often tuned a perfect fourth or fifth above the larger hembra drum.85 As the music 
evolved, giving the timbalero more responsibility, the instrument set-up expanded. The modern-
day timbale set-up generally includes at least a cymbal, woodblock, mambo bell, and cha-cha 
bell.86 The larger of the two bells (the mambo bell) faces toward the performer’s dominant side, 
the smaller vice versa.87 
 
Sounds & Techniques 
 
  Timbales are generally played with simple implements and techniques. Using a typical 
matched grip, the performer uses sticks that are generally some length of 3/8”-1/2” dowel.88 The 
lack of taper and bead on the tip of the stick help to facilitate consistency of sound when playing 
on the shell of the instrument.89 Richie Gajate-Garcia is one of the few authors willing to 
																																																								
78 A paila is a bowl-shaped vessel used to hold sugarcane juice. Gajate-Garcia, 11. Cook, 271. 
79 Uribe, 116. 
80 Timbales are also referred to as las pailas, pailitas, timbalitos, timbaletas, Timbales Criollos, and la paila cubana. 
Gajate-Garcia, 12. 
81 Shells are generally made of brass, stainless steel, and sometimes wood. Beck, 260. 
82 Cheryl A. Grosso, Hand Drumming Essentials: The Instruments, Techniques and Compositions for Ensemble 
Performance (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2000), 6. 
83 Grosso, 16. 
84 Gajate-Garcia, 32. 
85 Cook, 271. 
86 Uribe, 115. 
87 Cook, 271. 
88 Grosso, 16. 
89 Gajate-Garcia, 13. 
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acknowledge a rather debatable technique90 that is employed by more than a few professional 
timbaleros. “There is a finger position that many timbale players use in order to play a tight 
cascara shell and cowbell sound. This finger position is done by placing your index finger on top 
of the timbale stick with some added pressure. The sound of the cascara and cowbell will be 
more defined for better articulation.”91 
 The four primary techniques required of timbaleros are rebound strokes, dead strokes, 
rim shots, and finger strokes. Rebound strokes, dead strokes, and rim shots should be quite 
familiar to orchestral percussionists. Finger strokes are typically played on the larger hembra 
drum by the non-dominant hand. The stick is held between the first knuckle of the index finger 
and the thumb, allowing the middle, ring, and pinky fingers to strike the drumhead. The grip 
required for finger strokes is similar to the hand position required for muffling on timpani. 
 
Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 Knowledge of some of the more characteristic rhythms and patterns is necessary in order 
to build a stylistic musical vocabulary. This vocabulary is required to institute various levels of 
performance practice. The following rhythms and patterns were chosen to present the orchestral 
percussionist with the tools necessary to interpret timbale assignments found throughout the 
orchestral repertoire.  
“The timbale drums function as the timekeeper as well as the leader by signaling the 
opening and closing of a musical arrangement with the abanico beat (figure 21). The word 
																																																								
90 The practice of placing the index finger on top of the stick/mallet to add stability when playing dead strokes is 
effective for the sound but harmful for the performer. Over time, this sort of pressure will likely exacerbate forms of 
tendonitis and carpal tunnel. As a professional, I cannot advocate such a harmful technique. 
91 Gajate-Garcia, 14. 
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abanico means ‘fan,’ and is a ‘call’ used in Latin salsa music.”92 Played on the smaller macho 
drum, the rolled “fan” always leads to a rimshot on the downbeat.  
 
Figure 21: Abanico and Cascara with Clave
 
 
Playing on the shell of the timbales is referred to as either cascara or paila.93 “Cascara literally 
means ‘shell’ or ‘peel’ in Spanish and refers to the sound of playing on the shell of the timbales 
(as does paila) and the cascara rhythmic patterns.”94  
 




92 Gajate-Garcia, 12. 
93 Eduardo, 50. 
94 Cook, 271. 
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It seems that the instrument known as the paila (the sugarcane juice container) played the 
cascara pattern and co-existed with the Timbales Criollos. As the instruments combined, so too 
did their musical responsibilities. As the dominant hand plays the cascara rhythm, the non-
dominant hand either plays open and closed finger strokes (figure 22), or fills in the notes 
between the dominant hand notes (figure 23).95 
 
Figure 23: Cascara with Filled-in Notes 
 
 
In traditional salsa music, the timbalero would play cascara — or some variation — 
during the “down” or more subdued sections, and some sort of mambo pattern during the “up” or 
livelier sections. During these “up” sections, the dominant hand switches from cascara on the 
shell of the instrument up to the larger of the two cowbells. Generally, the “two and four” on the 
hembra drum continues underneath the mambo bell pattern (figure 24). 
 
Figure 24: Mambo Bell Pattern with Hembra Drum 
 
																																																								
95 The stick may be substituted for the finger strokes as more volume is needed. 
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The cha-cha is likely the most recognizable of the more subdued Cuban musical styles. 
This style is less complex than cascara or mambo but is every bit as characteristic. The shell and 
bell patterns function in the same manner as the mambo: the shell is played in the “down” 
sections while the bell is played in the “up” sections (figure 25).  
 
Figure 25: Cha-cha Paila and Bell/Hembra Drum Examples 
 
 
Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 Leonard Bernstein’s West Side Story: Symphonic Dances (1960) was the single greatest 
inspiration for this entire document. When performing this work as a section member of an 
orchestra, the principal percussionist would invariably ask the section players to “groove” during 
the mambo section rather than playing the written part. The principal’s mindset was simple and 
logical: Bernstein wanted to hear a mambo in this section and the principal was going to do his 
best to create that atmosphere for the rest of the orchestra.   
At measure 400, Bernstein establishes the mambo using a typical Afro-Cuban grouping 




Figure 26: M. 400, Symphonic Dances  
96 
 
Though this timbale rhythm is exciting and energetic, it only vaguely resembles a true mambo. 
Judging by the eighth note at the beginning of the first measure and the tied fourth sixteenth of 
the second measure, I can reasonably conclude that Bernstein consciously, or subconsciously, 
wrote this mambo in 2:3 Son clave (figure 27).97 This understanding of the direction of the clave 
allows the performer to begin exploring possible substitutions. 
 





96 Leonard Bernstein, Symphonic Dances from “West Side Story” (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1995), 44. 
97 Salsa music is overwhelmingly written in 2-3 clave rather than the traditional folkloric 3-2 clave. 
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I have provided two possible substitutions in the above example. Option 1 would be most 
suitable for a “down” section leading to an “up” section. Option 2 would be most suitable for an 
“up” section or simply for a big opening. A short glance at the score reveals that measure 400 is 
a big change in texture from the previous section of music. Furthermore, the loud dynamic at 
measure 400 drops off drastically at measure 404. Assuming the principal/conductor agreed with 
my interpretation, I would personally choose to play Option 2. Thus, creating a large “up” 
opening to the mambo section.  
Measure 426 is a classic example of a composer using a hemiola-like rhythm to reflect 
the improvisatory tendencies of Afro-Cuban percussionists (figure 28). 
 
Figure 28: M. 426, Symphonic Dances  
98 
 
Any timbalero creating this sort of tension would do so using rimshots, flams, drags, and other 
ornaments. A variation on this “fill” could also include an abanico to help get into the next 




98 Bernstein, 49. 
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Figure 29: M. 426 Variation, Symphonic Dances  
 
  
The last big push for the timbales in Symphonic Dances begins at measure 504 (figure 
30). Again, the timbale player must decide whether this entrance is “up” or “down” in order to 
determine the most appropriate performance practice. 
 
Figure 30: M. 504, Symphonic Dances  
99 
 
Although marked at a forte dynamic, the music does not reach a high intensity until measure 512 






99 Bernstein, 60. 
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Figure 31: M. 512, Symphonic Dances  
100 
 
This terraced effect implies that the timbale entrance at measure 504 should be more subdued 
than measure 512. Thus, measure 504 could use a cascara pattern that moves to a mambo bell 
pattern at measure 512. 
 
 Composers often write for timbales in a fashion that would allow the performer to play 
something other than what is written on the page. However, many composers choose this 
instrument simply for its specific color and timbre. The notational vocabulary of most composers 
often falls short of an accurate depiction of a given indigenous percussion music. A basic 
understanding of the presented material will arm the percussionist to approach the repertoire with 




 Appendix B: Recommended Method Books (Timbales) ……………….………..... 116 
 Appendix C: Instructional Videos (Timbales) …………...……………………...… 125 
 
																																																								
100 Ibid., 62. 
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Chapter 5: Steel Pan 
History & Construction 
 
 Generally referred to simply as a “pan,” the steel pan is the national instrument of 
Trinidad and Tobago and is commonly referred to as “steel drums” outside of the Caribbean.101 
The history revolving around the birth and evolution of this instrument stems from the “ruling 
[British] colonialists trying to suppress the strong rhythmic heritage of the black Africans.”102 In 
1883, riots and conflicts between the native Trinidadians — African slaves — and British 
authorities led to the banning of drums in street parades.103 By the turn of the century, ensembles 
consisting of bamboo tubes of various lengths and sizes became commonplace in street parades. 
These Tamboo Bamboo bands104 soon began to incorporate small metallic sounds such as garden 
hoe blades and biscuit tins.105 By 1934, brutal stick-fighting competitions between rival bands 
led to the banning of Tamboo Bamboo ensembles.106 Alexander’s Ragtime Band led by Carlton 
Forde is the “first known band with an ensemble exclusively consisting of steel instruments.”107 
 With the popularity of Alexander’s Ragtime Band, 1938-1939 is considered the “birth” 
years of steel pan. The earliest drums were commonly made from paint tins and biscuit tins.108 
“It was discovered that bulges of different sizes in the bottom of a tin could produce sounds of 
various pitches. Some of the more inventive players started to tune the tins and play melodies on 
them. Several sources point out Winston “Spree” Simon as the inventor of the first melodic steel 
																																																								
101 Laim Teague, Steelpan Method (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard, 2014), 2. 
102 Ulf Kronman, Steel Pan Tuning: A Handbook for Steel Pan Making and Tuning (Stockholm, Sweden: 
Musikmuseets, 1992), 10. 
103 Ibid. 
104 Tamboo Bamboo bands created intricate interlocking rhythms by striking bamboo tubes together or stomping the 
tubes on the ground. Teague, 4. 
105 Kronman, 10. 
106 Teague, 4. 
107 Kronman, 10. 
108 These tins were usually about a foot in diameter and about two feet long. Kronman, 11. 
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pan.”109 With Carnival celebrations forbidden during World War II for “security reasons,” 
Trinidadians began experimenting with and expanding the steel band. The true origin of the 
modern steel pan is believed to be discarded dustbins.110 The bottoms of oil drums were 
hammered outwards — convex — and then small indentions for various notes were hammered 
into shape. By the late 1940s, Invaders Steel Band leader Elliot “Ellie” Mannette created the 
modern steel pan when he changed the design from convex to concave and increased the amount 
of notes available.111 The skirt of the steel pan acts as a type of resonator.112 As with all 
idiophones, the resonating body should avoid contact that will result in dampening the sustain of 
the instrument. Hanging steel pans — as opposed to the three-legged, fuller-skirted cello and 
bass pans — are typically suspended using two “nodal” points under the rim.  
 The steel band is also known as a steel pan orchestra. This designation reflects the ranges 











110 “An oil industry as well as an U.S. naval base had been established on the island of Trinidad. Leftover oil drums 
were often cut in two and used as dustbins. These dustbins successively replaced the biscuit tin as the raw material 
for pan making.” Kronman, 11. 
111 Ibid. 
112 Teague, 6. 
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Figure 32: Steel Pan Orchestra Ranges 
113 
 
Tenor pans function as violins; double seconds can be compared to violas; triple cellos have 
actually adopted the name of the instruments they represent; and bass pans offer the range of the 
double bass section. The most common ranges in the orchestral repertoire seem to require alto 









113 Kronman, 12. 
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Figure 33: Steel Pan Orchestra Octave Designations 
114 
 
Sounds & Techniques 
 
 Many composers, such as Hans Werner Henze, have incorporated the unique sound115 of 
the steel pan into their orchestral works. Traditionally, pannists have used wooden sticks of 
various lengths and diameters covered with rubber tips. Aluminum and synthetic shafts have 
become increasingly popular among today’s steel bands.116 The mallets are held in a three-point 
stance among the thumb, the first joint of the index finger, and the second joint of the middle 
finger.117 The two remaining fingers will either curve around the butt end of the mallet or into the 
palm of the hand.118 Compensating for the convex playing surface, hand positions vary between 
the palms facing downward (typical matched grip) and the palms facing each other (thumbs up, 
French timpani technique). 
																																																								
114 Ibid. 
115 The concepts of steel pan making have led to a diatonic hand percussion instrument created in Switzerland 
known as the hang drum. This “hand pan” has a similar sound to the steel pan and has become popular among the 
drum circles and street musicians. 
116 Teague, 6. 
117 The three-point grip for steel pan mallets is similar to Buster Bailey’s technique as explained in his snare drum 
method Wrist Twisters. 
118 Teague, 8. 
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The primary stroke used on steel pan is a piston stroke119 similar to techniques used on 
keyboard percussion instruments. Dubbed the “Paganini of Pan,” steel pan virtuoso Liam Teague 
offers a description of achieving the ideal steel pan sound:  
“To elicit a pure and rich sound from each note on the steel pan, it is important to strike 
towards the middle of each pitch, or as close to the middle as one can get. This is where 
the fundamental (or ‘sweet spot,’ as it is often referred to in the Caribbean) is located. 
The sounds that emanate around the edges of the notes will usually either be harmonics 
(the individual, pure tones above the fundamental that make up the harmonic series), or 
‘dead spots’ that don’t produce an adequate sound.”120 
In the case of single pans — tenor — the left and right hands typically play the notes located 
closest, avoiding crossing over.121 Implementing logical sticking choices can help avoid sluggish, 
or inaccurate playing.122 Experimentation with each individual pan will demonstrate the range of 
velocity needed to activate the notes correctly. Smaller notes require more velocity — not 
volume — to speak than the lower notes. The most common mistake made by novice pan players 
is to overplay the instrument, making the notes “bark.” Not only is this “barking” sound 
undesirable from a timbral perspective, overplaying a steel pan will damage the instrument and 





119 A piston stroke begins with the striking implement held up in a starting position to which the implement 
immediately returns after contact with the instrument. 
120 Teague, 10. 
121 Notes that are located on the left side of the pan are played with the left hand and vice versa. Double pans such as 
double seconds are typically played with one hand per pan.  
122 Othello Molineaux, Beginning Steel Drum (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 1995), 5. 
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Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 The steel pan is a musically versatile instrument that has found its way into virtually all 
genres of popular music. As stated previously, the steel pan orchestra can be compartmentalized 
into four distinct voices: soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. The traditional musical styles of Trinidad 
and Tobago conform to fairly standardized rhythms, but there are no particular patterns that are 
iconic for steel pan (figure 34).  
 
Figure 34: Generic Soca and Calypso Bass Lines with Accompaniment Rhythms 
 
  
Sustained notes on steel pan are created using unmetered, single-stroke rolls.123 When sustaining 
a double-stop (two notes played at once), the performer has two options: hit both notes then 
begin the rolling during the natural decay of the instrument, or begin the roll with one hand 
followed by the other (figure 35). 
 
																																																								
123 Rolling notes on steel pan is no different than the typical approach to sustaining timpani or keyboard percussion 
instruments. The larger, lower-pitched notes will sing better with a slower-stroked roll whereas the smaller, higher-
pitched notes will need a faster-stroked roll to compensate for the quick decay. 
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Figure 35: Double-Stop Roll Interpretations 
 
 
Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 Hans Werner Henze’s Fandango (1985, rev. 1992) is a typical example of the 
composer’s treatment of the steel pan (Trinidad Steel Drums in the score). Nothing is virtuosic, 
or unreasonable to learn in a short period of time, but attention to the required range is necessary 
to choose — and learn — the correct steel pan. The independent lines in Fandango do not dip 
below a G4 or above an A5; hence a tenor steel pan would suffice (figures 36 & 37). 
 
Figure 36: Pg. 53, Fandango  
124 
Figure 37: Pg. 107, Fandango  
125 
 
 In Heliogabalus Imperator (1972), Henze calls specifically for a Trinidad Steel Drum 
(tamburo di latta) with a range of F3-F6. Tenor pans typically have the upper range to reach an 
																																																								
124 Hans Werner Henze, Fandango: sopra un basso del Padre Soler (New York: Schott, 1985, rev. 1992), 53. 
125 Ibid., 107. 
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F6. However, many double tenor and double second pans have these notes with varying degrees 
of acceptable tone.126 Of course, a tenor pan’s range does not typically go below D4 or C4. 
 
Figure 38: Pg. 100, Heliogabalus Imperator  
127 
Curiously, Henze requests this extensive range but chooses not to write below C4 or above F#5 
in this work (figure 38). The range request likely means one of two scenarios: Henze was 
introduced to and familiar with a certain set of double steel pans (double tenor, or double second 
with a larger range), or he specifically requested that range of pan because of the timbral 
difference between a soprano-range pan and an alto-range pan. I lean to the former rather than 
the latter, but the ultimate decision on which pan to play is up to the performer.  
 Tristan (1973) absolutely requires a pan that can reach an F3 (figure 39). Double tenor 
and many double second pans would be adequate. 
 
Figure 39: Pg. 148, Tristan  
128 
																																																								
126 On steel pans, the “sweet spot” is proportional to the size of the note. Larger notes have larger “sweet spots” and 
thus are more forgiving when trying to achieve a nice sound. Small notes have very small “sweet spots” and can be 
exceptionally difficult to activate with a nice sound. Tenor pans are built with intention that these notes will be 
played regularly. The function of double tenor and double second pans within the steel pan orchestra dictates that the 
lower notes of the instrument are the primary playing area, thus the upper notes are given little to no space on the 
drum. 
127 Hans Werner Henze, Heliogabalus Imperator: Allegoria per musica (New York: Schott, 1972), 100. 
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The majority of Tristan uses the pan in the same manner as Henze’s other works; fairly simple 
yet independent lines. However, measure 106 of the second movement requires three notes at 
once (figure 40). 
 
Figure 40: Pg. 45, Tristan  
129 
 
The majority of orchestral percussionists should be quite familiar with four-mallet 
technique on the standard keyboard instruments of the percussion section (marimba, xylophone, 
vibraphone). Like the eternal debate over the “best” four-mallet technique for 
marimba/xylophone/vibraphone, there is no single most effective way to play four-mallet steel 
pan. Regardless of personal preference or findings, virtuosos from all over the world prove that 
various techniques can be used to create the same high level of musicianship.   
Through observation and interviews of fellow professionals in the field, most four-mallet 
pan players seem to prefer using either a Musser/Stevens technique (outside mallet is held 
between the middle and ring fingers) or a grip similar to jazz vibraphonist Mike Mainieri’s 
technique (outside mallet is held between the ring and pinky fingers). Musser/Stevens performers 
such as artist Earl Rodney130 often hold the outside mallet perpendicular to the knuckles 
(reminiscent of Gary Burton’s cross-grip technique). Through personal experimentation, holding 
																																																								
128 Hans Werner Henze, Tristan: preludes for piano, electronic tapes and orchestra (New York: Schott, 1973), 148. 
129 Ibid., 45. 
130 Earl Rodney can be seen playing solo four-mallet steel pan at     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfkM4H4OwKA. He can be seen playing with a small group at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckX0RyNmCH8. 
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the mallet in this fashion (controlled primarily by the ring finger) seems to increase the physical 
distance available when compared to holding the outside mallet with true Musser/Stevens 
technique (outside mallet controlled by both the ring and pinky fingers).  
 Four-mallet steel pan artist Gregory Boyd prefers to hold his outside mallets using only 
his pinky fingers.131 Although the pinky finger is significantly more dexterous than the ring 
finger, keeping a firm grip on the mallet can be challenging. To better understand the differences 
between stabilities, imagine trying to pick up a pencil with just your pinky (smallest) finger. 
Boyd’s solution to this problem is two rows of rubber bands wrapped around the ends of the 
mallets. These two rows provide a valley intended as a gripping point on the mallet. Personally, 
the “pinky technique” feels a little more independent than the Musser/Stevens variation but 
slightly less stable. Performers may consider choosing the familiarity of Musser/Stevens 
technique over the less familiar “pinky technique” until a four-mallet steel pan vocabulary can be 
developed. 
 
 Though the steel pan is designed like no other percussion instrument, the basic techniques 
and sounds can be navigated with relative ease. Knowledge of the available ranges is important 
when deciding which pan will suit the needs of the music. As with any instrument, 
experimentation leads to a better understanding of the instrument’s capabilities and limitations.  
 
See also: 
 Appendix B: Recommended Method Books (Steel Pan) ………………………….. 117 
 Appendix C: Instructional Videos (Steel Pan) ………………………..…………… 126 
																																																								
131 Similar to the grip employed by jazz vibraphonist Mike Mainieri. 
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Chapter 6: Claves 
History & Construction 
 
“The concept of Clave (KLAH-vay,132 both the rhythm and the instrument) has 
descended from generation to generation through various African cultures, and its influences can 
be found in all music where African culture has had a presence. It is present in the Spanish 
rhythms of the flamenco styles, (predating any New World explorations by the Spanish), and in 
practically all of Central and South American and Caribbean musical styles.”133 Literally 
translating as “key” in Spanish,134 experts agree that the clave rhythm (discussed under Patterns 
& Characteristics) is the “fundamental building block of all of the Afro-Cuban songstyles.”135  
The instrument known as the claves136 is a pair of cylindrical pieces of wood roughly one 
inch in diameter137 and varying between six and nine inches in length. Although the instrument is 
available in a variety of woods138 and synthetic materials, rosewood tends to be the most 
desirable.139 Other varieties of claves exist, but it is unlikely that the darker timbre of African or 
folkloric Afro-Cuban claves would serve well in the orchestra. It is reasonable to conclude that 





132 Cheryl A. Grosso, Hand Drumming Essentials: The Instruments, Techniques and Compositions for Ensemble 
Performance (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2000), 7. 
133 Gary D. Cook, Teaching Percussion: with DVD, 3rd ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson Schirmer, 2006), 265 
134 Cook, 265. 
135 Ed Uribe, The Essence of Afro-Cuban Percussion & Drum Set (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 1996), 34. 
136 Don Skoog, Latin-Percussion Handbook, Book One: Congas, (Oak Park, Il: Contemporary Music Project, 2004), 
1. 
137 Cook, 265. 
138 Uribe, 34. 
139 Grosso, 19. 
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Sounds & Techniques 
 
 When struck together, the ideal sound of claves is a clear, high-pitched “click.”140 
Though the instrument has a sharp attack and short decay, correct technique involves amplifying 
the natural hollow-sounding resonance. The lower-pitched hembra (female) clave is traditionally 
held in the non-dominant hand. To achieve the desired resonance and ring of the instrument,141 
the non-dominant hand must hold the clave with a sort of cupped position, creating a resonance 
chamber underneath.142 The key to creating this sound chamber lies in holding the hembra clave 
with the fingertips and the lower part of the palm. The higher-pitched macho clave is held in the 
dominant hand and acts as the beater,143 striking the hembra clave.144 As with any other 
idiophone, experimentation leads to the desired sound. Gary Cook, a former Percussive Arts 
Society President, offers alternative concert playing techniques in his book Teaching Percussion: 
“Occasionally in concert playing situations very rapid passages are specified for claves in which 
case one clave can be suspended or rested on some foam and two other claves play the 







140 Cook, 265.  
141 Uribe, 34. 
142 Uribe, 34. 
143 Grosso, 19. 
144 Richie Gajate-Garcia, Play Bongos & Hand Percussion Now: The Basics & Beyond (Miami: Warner Bros. 
Publications, 2002), 55. 
145 Cook, 266. 
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Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 The three primary forms of the clave rhythm needed for discussion are son clave, rumba 
clave, and 6/8 clave. All three of these forms have both a forward (3:2) and reversed (2:3) 
direction (figure 41).146 
 
Figure 41: Primary Forms of the Clave Rhythm 
 
 
On the “three” side of the clave, the second and third notes have specific designations. The 
second note (the “and” of beat two) is referred to as the bombo note, as it is the note emphasized 
by the bass drum in the rumba style. The third note of the “three” side of the clave is called the 
ponche. Translating as “punch,” this note is the strong launching point that designates between 
son and rumba clave.147 A slight emphasis of these two notes will help to produce the 
appropriate drive and lilt. 
																																																								
146 Cook, 265. 
147 Uribe, 49. 
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Brazilian music also contains a similar basic pattern (figure 42) that some have referred 
to as “Brazilian clave.”148 
 
Figure 42: “Brazilian Clave” Rhythm 
 
 
Despite the similarity between “Brazilian clave” and son/rumba clave, Brazilian music is less 
structurally dependent on the pattern than Cuban music. 
 
Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 George Gershwin’s Cuban Overture (1932) employs a typical 3:2 son clave throughout 
the work. Rehearsal 3 (figure 43) marks the entrance of the claves (Cuban Sticks, top) 
accompanied by the typical salsa instrument grouping of gourd (guiro, 2nd from top), maracas 








148 Ney Rosauro, The ABCs of Brazilian Percussion (New York: Carl Fischer, 2004), 7. 
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Figure 43: Reh. 3, Cuban Overture  
149 
 
As mentioned previously, the second (bombo) and third (ponche) note of the “three” side of the 
clave rhythm should have a slight emphasis. 
 Aaron Copland’s Danzón Cubano (1942, reorch. 1944) uses a modified 3:2 son clave 
(second line from the top) beginning in measure 172 (figure 44).  
 
Figure 44: M. 172, Danzón Cubano  
150 
 
Copland is hinting at the 3:2 pattern but has modified the “two” side to reflect the bass line in the 
piano (bottom line). Though the percussionist may be tempted to institute the performance 
																																																								
149 George Gershwin, Cuban Overture (New York: W. B. Music Corp., 1933), 6. 
150 Aaron Copland, Danzón Cubano (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1949), 27. 
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practice of changing the pattern into a “correct” 3:2 son clave, changing the “two” side would 
likely disrupt the flow of the music. Regardless, emphasis on the bombo and ponche of the 
“three” side would still be acceptable. 
 
 These various clave patterns are present throughout the orchestral repertoire. Though the 
rhythms and patterns are not technically difficult, the iconic sound of the instrument is of the 
utmost importance. Many composers wrote for this instrument simply for its unique timbre. As 
with all of the entries in this document, video recordings and method books are efficient 
mediums for learning both the technique (resonance chamber, beating area) and desired sound.  
 
See also: 
 Appendix B: Recommended Method Books (Claves) ………..………...………….. 118 












Chapter 7: Cowbell 
History & Construction 
 
 A cowbell is simply a trapezoid-shaped metal bell151 that, as the names suggests, 
originated from “bells suspended from the necks of herded animals.”152 The metal sound and 
musical role of the Cuban cowbell evolved from the guataca,153 “literally a hoe blade that is 
struck with a nail or a spike.”154 The four most common descendents of the guataca are the 
bongo bell, mambo bell, cha-cha bell, and charanga bell. Having evolved into bells without 
clappers, Cuban cowbells — “known collectively as cencerros (sen-SEH-rohs)”155 — are either 
handheld, or mounted and played with sticks.156 
 The bongo bell is the largest of the three bells addressed in this entry. Traditionally 
handheld, commercial bongo bells are often mountable.157 The second largest, the mambo bell, is 
traditionally mounted on the dominant-hand side of the timbales.158 The smallest, the cha-cha 
bell, is typically mounted opposite of the mambo bell, facing the non-dominant side of the 
timbalero.159 Of these three cowbells, the “most commonly used are the four or five-inch bell for 
cha-cha, and the six to nine-inch bell for mambo.”160 Timbale cowbell collections often include a 
																																																								
151 Cheryl A. Grosso, Hand Drumming Essentials: The Instruments, Techniques and Compositions for Ensemble 
Performance (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing Co., Inc., 2000), 7. 
152 Chalo Eduardo and Frank Kumor, Drum Circle: A Guide to World Percussion (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing 
Co., Inc., 2002), 33. 
153 “It began as an impromptu instrument created by slaves working the fields and adapting to maintain their musical 
traditions. While not common in popular music settings, many traditional folkloric ensembles still use it for its very 
distinct sound. The most common patterns played on it are those we know today as the basic Afro 6/8 bell patterns.” 
Ed Uribe, The Essence of Afro-Cuban Percussion & Drum Set (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 1996), 61. 
154 Uribe, 60. 
155 Gary D. Cook, Teaching Percussion: with DVD, 3rd ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson Schirmer, 2006), 273. 
156 Eduardo, 33. 
157 Uribe, 62. 
158 On a right-handed timbalero, the mouth of the mambo bell would be facing out to the right. Uribe, 72. 
159 Ibid., 72. 
160 Eduardo, 34. 
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smaller charanga bell.161 This bell is used exclusively for the charanga music style, a musical 
style that seems to be absent from the orchestral repertoire.162 
 
Sounds & Techniques 
 
Handheld versus Mounted 
 
 The decision between mounting and holding a cowbell should depend on the desired 
sound as well as the logistical necessities. Gary Cook describes the handheld position as  
“cupping the top of the bell into the heel of the hand and supporting the sides of the bell with the 
little finger and thumb. The remaining three fingers are used to muffle the tone slightly or allow 
it to ring. The butt end of a snare drum stick, old clave, or heavy cowbell stick will produce the 
best characteristic cencerro (sen-SEH-roh) sound.”  
Facing the mouth of the bell away from the performer, the seams on the sides of the bell 
serve as an acceptable location to grip the bell with the thumb and fingers.163 Mounted and 
handheld cowbells both use three primary playing areas: playing on the edge of the mouth of the 
bell, playing on the neck of the bell,164 and playing on the edge of the neck.165  
Holding the cowbell can help to manipulate the length of the sustain by employing finger 
dampening.166 The combination of muffled and open tones with the various playing areas shapes 
																																																								
161 Uribe, 68. 
162 Uribe, 72. 
163 Grosso, 20. 
164 Richie Gajate-Garcia, Play Bongos & Hand Percussion Now: The Basics & Beyond (Miami: Warner Bros. 
Publications, 2002), 44. 
165 Uribe, 62. 
166 Eduardo, 34. 
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and supports the grooves and musical phrases.167 “Mounting bells on a stand has the advantage 
of allowing the player to execute multiple rhythmic parts. This setup is usually used by the 
timbale player.”168  
 
Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 In salsa music, the bongo bell is usually played by the bongocero during the “up,” or 
livelier, sections of the song. As with most rhythmic patterns in Cuban music, the bongo bell 
pattern has a forward and reversed direction as dictated by the clave (figure 45). 
 
Figure 45: Son Bongo Bell Pattern 
 
 
The “mouth” tones are played with as much open ring as possible. The “neck” or “edge” tones 
are generally played with varying degrees of muffling.169 
 Mirroring the function of the bongo bell, the timbalero traditionally plays the mambo bell 




169 Varying degrees of muffling on the “neck” and “edge” tones helps give the groove motion and direction. 
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pattern is played without any muffling. Should the pattern be played on a handheld bell, muffling 
“neck” and “edge” tones can add more color to the rhythm (figure 46). 
 
Figure 46: Mambo Bell Pattern 
 
 
 The generic cha-cha bell pattern is by far the least complicated and most subtle of the 
three discussed in this entry. The timbalero typically plays the simple quarter note pattern using 
dead-sticking, essentially choking the ring of the bell.170 Variations often include playing on the 










170 Uribe, 72. 
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Figure 47: Basic Cha-Cha Bell Pattern with Variations 
 
 
Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 As with congas, bongos, and timbales, Leonard Bernstein writes stylistically for the 
cowbell in his Symphonic Dances from “West Side Story” (1960). The beginning of the mambo 
section at measure 400 (figure 48) resembles a 2:3 cascara171 pattern (figure 49).  
 





171 Cascara is explained at further length under the “Timbales” entry of this document. 
172 Leonard Bernstein, Symphonic Dances from “West Side Story” (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1995), 44. 
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Figure 49: M. 400 Comparison to Cascara, Symphonic Dances  
 
 
Although cascara resembles the written rhythm, the bongo bell and mambo bell patterns would 
also serve as stylistically appropriate substitutions (figure 50). 
 
Figure 50: M. 400 Substitutions, Symphonic Dances  
 
  







Figure 51: M. 84, Sunset Strip  
173 
 
As with the Symphonic Dances examples, the bongo bell and mambo bell patterns would both 
stylistically serve the musical intent of the composer. 
 
 Of the many instruments addressed in this document, cowbell is likely one of the most 
popular among composers. This instrument has a unique percussive tone that accentuates the 
music without excessive ring and resonance. As composers become acquainted with previously 
unknown instruments, they often personally experiment with the timbral capabilities. The sounds 
and techniques presented in this entry help to define the sonic possibilities exploited in both the 
indigenous music of Cuba as well as the orchestral repertoire.  
 
See also: 
 Appendix B: Recommended Method Books (Cowbell) ………..………………….. 119 






173 Michael Daugherty, Sunset Strip (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 2000), 25. 
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Chapter 8: Guiro 
History & Construction 
 
 The Cuban guiro (WEE-row) is a simple scraper made from a dried,174 hollowed-out 
gourd.175 With roots in the Changui, Son, and Charanga musical traditions, the patterns and 
sounds of this particular scraper are likely as iconic as tumbao and son clave.176 The slits or 
ridges made across the width of the gourd177 are further apart on the larger Cuban guiros than on 
the smaller Puerto Rican versions.178 Shapes and sizes of guiros vary as much as the gourds from 
which they are made. Due to the fragility of the instrument, synthetic guiros have become 
commonplace in both live and recording applications.179 
 
Sounds & Techniques 
 
 The guiro is generally held vertically in the non-dominant hand with the ridges facing 
mostly outward.180 Most guiros will have at least two holes in the back of the instrument for the 
thumb and middle finger. “Some guiro players like to hold the entire guiro in their hand.”181 The 
iconic scraping sound is created by drawing a stick across the grooves cut into the body of the 
																																																								
174 Chalo Eduardo and Frank Kumor, Drum Circle: A Guide to World Percussion (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing 
Co., Inc., 2002), 42. 
175 Gary D. Cook, Teaching Percussion: with DVD, 3rd ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson Schirmer, 2006), 274. 
176 See the “Congas” and “Claves” entries of this document for further eplanation of tumbao and son clave. Ed 
Uribe, The Essence of Afro-Cuban Percussion & Drum Set (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 1996), 137. 
177 Eduardo, 42. 
178 Richie Gajate-Garcia, Play Bongos & Hand Percussion Now: The Basics & Beyond (Miami: Warner Bros. 
Publications, 2002), 51. 
179 Uribe, 137. 
180 Eduardo, 43. 
181 Gajate-Garcia, 52. 
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gourd.182 The small thin stick can be made of wood, bamboo, metal, or plastic (for plastic 
guiros).183 The smaller-ridged Puerto Rican guiros use a wire scraper or comb rather than a 
stick.184 In orchestral applications, many types of scraping implements will offer a variety of 
sounds. Options might include: “the shaft of a mallet (fiberglass especially), a frayed piece of 
rattan, chopsticks, a four- to five-pronged hair pick, and the tapered stick usually supplied with 
the guiro when purchased.”185  
Guiro playing involves a short scrape and a long scrape. Though the list of sounds is 
short, consistency can take a lifetime to master. “By varying the length, speed, and pressure of 
the downstroke and upstroke played and by varying the contact point on the scraping stick from 
tip to middle, many differentiations in sounds and subtle nuances can be produced. The actual 
duration of written notes can be clearly stated by varying stroke length.”186 The short scrape is 
played as both a downstroke and an upstroke. The downstroke begins with the stick at the top of 
the instrument. As the stroke scrapes downward across the ridges, velocity should be maintained 
throughout its duration. The upstroke is simply the reverse of the downstroke, start at the bottom 
of the instrument and scrape upward across the ridges in one motion.187 The full stroke is the 
longest scrape of the three strokes. After an initial downstroke, the direction of the stick is 
reversed to sweep upward from the bottom of the instrument back up to the top.188 The “groove” 
is created once this down/up movement becomes a smooth, unbroken motion.189   
																																																								
182 Cook, 274. 
183 Uribe, 137. 
184 Gajate-Garcia, 51. 
185 Cook. 274. 
186 Ibid. 
187 Eduardo, 43. 
188 Uribe, 138. 
189 “You must listen but you must also see someone do it in order to understand the technique involved. Yes, you 
scrape downstrokes and upstrokes in quarter and eighth note combinations, but there is a sweeping motion made on 
certain downstrokes that actually results in a upstroke sound that is very long and sort of pulled back from the 
pulse.” Uribe, 137. 
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Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 The typical long-short-short-long-short-short pattern found in all Son musical styles has 
been used in virtually all genres of music. This pattern is built on a full stroke followed by a 
downstroke and an upstroke (figure 52). 
 
Figure 52: Generic Son Guiro Pattern 
 
 
The guiro also commonly plays syncopated rhythmic patterns of downstrokes and upstrokes that 
resemble or complement the cascara or paila part (figure 53).190  
 








190 See the “Timbales” entry of this document for further explanation of cascara and paila. 
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Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 George Gershwin’s Cuban Overture contains a rhythmic guiro (gourd) pattern more 
similar to Danzón or cascara than the typical Son pattern (figure 54). 
 
Figure 54: Reh. 3, Cuban Overture  
191 
 
As with most of the performance practice addressed in this document, the written rhythm 
functions well enough for the sake of the music. However, substituting a Danzón or cascara 
pattern might add more legitimacy to such an obvious stylistic representation (figure 55). 
 




191 George Gershwin, Cuban Overture (New York: W. B. Music Corp., 1933), 6. 
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The Dominican Republic has a metal canister scraper called a guira.192 Resembling a 
cheese grater more than a Cuban gourd guiro, this instrument is played primarily in Merengue.193 
The guira is not discussed at depth, simply because it does not have the presence in the 
orchestral repertoire like the Cuban guiro or Brazilian réco-réco (pronounced HECKOH-
HECKOH). 
 
 The guiro is used in many different fashions throughout the orchestral repertoire. On 
occasion, composers will assign the guiro a syncopated rhythm that might warrant a performance 
practice consideration such as the Cuban Overture. The majority of the time, however, 
composers delegate the guiro as some sort of accentuation or timbral function. Regardless, 
control of both long and short sounds on the Cuban guiro gives the performer a vocabulary 
capable of reflecting the musical phrasing of the surrounding orchestra. 
 
See also: 
 Appendix B: Recommended Method Books (Guiro) ………..…………..…..…….. 120 








192 Uribe, 138. 
193 Gajate-Garcia, 51. 
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Chapter 9: Maracas 
History & Construction 
 
 “Maracas (mah-RAH-kas) are the most common rattle-type instrument used by 
percussionists.”194 The familiar Afro-Cuban maraca originated from Venezuela195 but the 
instrument has evolved simultaneously throughout Central and South America as well as the 
Caribbean. Traditional Cuban maracas “were made from coconut shells and gourds, small plastic 
containers, leather, and anything else that would hold beads or small pebbles, beans, rice, etc.”196 
Hardened animal skin and thin wood197 has also been formed to hold seeds, beads, and shot.198 
Modern instruments are typically made of treated rawhide or plastic filled with various types of 
synthetic and organic “beads.” 
 
Sounds & Techniques 
 
 Experimentation with maracas reveals the array of “swirling” and “chick” sounds 
available. In the Cuban tradition of maraca playing, the primary sound is the “chick” created by 
the beads inside the maraca striking the inner wall. “To create the most preferable sound, it is 
important that the beads strike against the inner wall all together.”199 The reaction of the beads 
inside the maraca varies from instrument to instrument. Held by the handles using matched grip, 
																																																								
194 Gary D. Cook, Teaching Percussion: with DVD, 3rd ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson Schirmer, 2006), 274. 
195 Chalo Eduardo and Frank Kumor, Drum Circle: A Guide to World Percussion (Van Nuys, CA: Alfred Publishing 
Co., Inc., 2002), 42. 
196 Richie Gajate-Garcia, Play Bongos & Hand Percussion Now: The Basics & Beyond (Miami: Warner Bros. 
Publications, 2002), 47. 
197 Ed Uribe, The Essence of Afro-Cuban Percussion & Drum Set (Miami: Warner Bros. Publications, 1996), 139. 
198 Cook, 274. The “shot” refers to the metal pellets found in shotgun shells. 
199 Eduardo, 42. 
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a sharp flick of the wrist will help to avoid any extraneous “swishing.” Several professionals 
suggest extending the index finger along the handle and on the side of the bulb to provide more 
control.200 
 
Patterns & Characteristics 
 
 To accurately realize a traditional Cuban salsa maraca pattern, the maracas need to be 
two slightly different pitches.201 The higher-pitched macho maraca will be played in the 
dominant hand and the lower hembra in the non-dominant hand. In this configuration, the 
dominant hand will be playing the downbeats whereas the non-dominant hand will be playing the 
upbeats.202 The difficulty lies not in the rhythm, but in the motion. The motion needed to play 
these instruments creates the “groove” rather than by the notes of the rhythm alone. This motion 
can be compared to the movement between the hi-hat and snare drum of a drum set player 
(figure 56). 
 
Figure 56: Maracas Cross-Over Motion as Compared to Drum Set 
 
  
The cross-over motion of the right hand is very similar to the cross-over motion required by the 
higher-pitched maraca. Richie Gajate-Garcia explains the motion as such:  
																																																								
200 Ibid. 
201 Although my research doesn’t specifically use these terms, I see no reason why maracas would not be referred to 
as macho (small) and hembra (large) in the same manner as bongos and timbales.  
202 Gajate-Garcia, 48. 
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“Take your left hand and leave it in the center of your body at about belly-button height.  
Place your right hand over the left hand toward the left of your left maraca. As you do 
this motion, move your wrist and make the maraca sound and follow it with your hand 
moving the wrist and making a sound. Once again move your right hand to the right of 
the left maraca that is stationary in the center and make a sound and follow it with your 
left. Repeat this over and over, and in time you will notice that a groove will begin to 
happen.”203 
As with the drum set example, the basic maraca pattern is simply eighth notes. The first example 
below is how the basic rhythm is notated. The second example below is an attempt to notate the 
motion along with the rhythm (figure 57). 
 
Figure 57: Basic Maraca Pattern with Cross-Over Motion Notated 
 
   
The most common variation of this basic pattern involves the beads striking the front and the 
back inner wall of the bulb. Performers vary between two sixteenth notes, a sixteenth-note 





203 Gajate-Garcia, 48. 
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Figure 58: Common Maraca Variations 
 
 
Repertoire & Performance Practice 
 
 George Gershwin’s Cuban Overture (1932) is one of the more prominent examples of a 
composer writing music to specifically represent another culture’s musical style. As the title 
implies, Cuban Overture (figure 59) uses a typical Cuban grouping of percussion instruments: 
bongos (bottom staff), maracas (middle staff), guiro (gourd, bottom line, top staff), and claves 
(Cuban sticks, top line, top staff). 
 




204 George Gershwin, Cuban Overture (New York: W. B. Music Corp., 1933), 6. 
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Unlike the representative — however inaccurate — rhythms presented by most composers, this 
particular maraca pattern is not only incorrect within the style, it is exceptionally difficult to play 
without disturbing the “groove.” This “swing” feel should most certainly be a simple straight 
eighth-note pattern. Livelier sections of the piece show a more complex variation similar to the 
additions of sixteenths and sixteenth-note triplets mentioned above (figure 60). 
 
Figure 60: Reh. 5, Cuban Overture  
205 
 
Considering the rhythms of the surrounding percussion instruments and the music of the 
orchestra, a basic eighth-note pattern and a simple variation would serve the music better than 
the notated rhythms (figure 61). 
 




205 Ibid., 10. 
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 Aaron Copland demonstrates his knowledge of maracas (top line) in his Danzón Cubano 
(1949) by notating the higher-pitched macho maraca with stems up and the lower-pitched 
hembra maraca with stems down (figure 62). 
 
Figure 62: M. 187, Danzón Cubano  
206 
 
This particular example is identical to the basic salsa maraca pattern. Implementing the cross-
over motion as well as the occasional variation will add more direction to these basic eighth-
notes.  
 
 As with so many of the percussion instruments, creating sound is often far easier than 
controlling sound. Composers have written for maracas as a timekeeping mechanism as well as a 
musical accent or effect. The technique required to play the iconic salsa patterns will arm the 
percussionist with the control needed for isolated accents/effects and syncopated, non-traditional 
rhythms. Further study into the art of maraca playing can be found in the “Recommended 
Method Books” and “Instructional Videos” sections below. 
 
See also: 
 Appendix B: Recommended Method Books (Maracas) ………..………...……….. 121 
 Appendix C: Instructional Videos (Maracas) ………….…………..………....…… 128 
																																																								
206 Aaron Copland, Danzón Cubano (London: Boosey & Hawkes, 1949), 29. 
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Chapter 10: Conclusion 
 
 The presence of Caribbean percussion instruments in the orchestral repertoire requires a 
musical vocabulary of indigenous sounds, patterns, and characteristics to appropriately interpret 
the composer’s intent. This vocabulary is the authority on which various levels of enhancement 
and substitution — performance practice — are applied to instances of stylistic representation. 
Specialization on the instruments and patterns vital to the orchestral repertoire narrows the 
educational scope to this manageable collection. Institutions across the globe are gradually 
including non-Western percussion instrument education into their curriculums. However, these 
instruments and genres are most often approached in a folkloric manner rather than the manner 
in which they appear in the traditional Western Art Music canon. Stylistic representations in the 
orchestral repertoire offer opportunities to bridge the educational gap between these two 
seemingly disparate genres.  
 A basic knowledge regarding the history, evolution, and construction of these instruments 
is necessary when searching for proper sounds. It is most likely that the available instruments are 
commercial versions of the traditional instruments originally known to the composers. Similar to 
comparisons between period and contemporary wind and string instruments, enhancement of 
modern instruments might be desired should the performer choose to reproduce a less-
contemporary sound. Logistics, mounting, and tuning possibilities are also strong considerations 
when choosing instruments. 
 Timbales, steel pan, and the auxiliary instruments generally use a matched grip and 
piston stroke familiar to all formally trained percussionists. Congas and bongos require a more 
niche set of hand techniques involving various tones and time-keeping motions. Though an 
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amateur can actuate these hand drums with sticks or beaters, the indigenous sounds, patterns, and 
characteristics are created using hand techniques. Resources such as method books and 
instructional videos are useful supplements to the textual explanations in this document. Ideally, 
seeking out professional performers of these instruments would provide first-hand experience 
with the appropriate techniques and sounds. 
The performance practices discussed revolve primarily around the addition of time-
keeping elements. Many of the syncopated rhythms dictated by composers are very similar to 
traditional patterns. Assuming the specific rhythms are not integral to the music played 
throughout the rest of the orchestra, a traditional, syncopated pattern should, at the very least, 
function in the same manner as the written pattern. Substituting authentically syncopated 
patterns, such as cascara or the mambo bell pattern, invites substitution considerations among 
the other “exotic” instruments as well. 
Due to very little research on this subject, multiple related facets remain to be fully 
explored. The presented patterns and repertoire offer a solid foundation on which orchestral 
percussionists can build the necessary indigenous musical vocabulary. The Selected Repertoire 
List provides a testament of the frequency of these instruments in the orchestral repertoire. Other 
Caribbean percussion instruments are less common in the repertoire but offer more opportunity 
for research.207 Further score study would likely uncover Caribbean musical styles not found in 
the works selected for discussion. Regardless, the suggested Method Books and Instructional 
Videos include musical styles beyond the scope of this document. 
Initially, this document was intended to serve as a section in a larger resource including 
the Americas, Africa, Asia, and Europe.208 For example, Carlos Chávez wrote for specific Native 
																																																								
207 Cabasa, carraca, marimbula, matraca, quijada/vibraslap, palmas, and cajon. 
208 It seems percussion instruments from Antarctica and Australia are yet to be included in the orchestral repertoire. 
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American instruments in Resonancias (1964) and Symphony No. 2, “Sinfonia India” (1935-
36).209 Although these exotic instruments are likely unavailable to most orchestras, it is the 
responsibility of the percussion section to understand the required sounds in order to find suitable 
substitutions for the performance. Brazilian instruments such as agogo bells, chocallo, cuica, 
reco-reco, and surdo are also relatively common throughout the repertoire. 
 The majority of this document could function as a strong foundation for creating a 
method book. Audio accompaniment for each example would be an effective form of presenting 
the patterns as they can be applied in the repertoire, but obtaining rights to the scores and 
recordings would be difficult. Ideally, each orchestral excerpt would be recorded by live 
musicians in a studio without percussion, with the original percussion part, and with various 
levels of performance practice (Music Minus One210). Other options involve using sampled 
sounds to orchestrate the score on a computer. As an addition to the university curriculum, a 
weekly class with “play-along” assignments would begin creating a rudimentary vocabulary in 
the genre. The structure of a method book would be ideal for a classroom text, but the previously 
mentioned copyright/recording issues offer many obstacles for such a text to exist.  
 This document was written to broaden discussion in the percussion community regarding 
the need for the educational canon to reflect the requirements of percussionists outside of the 
traditional institution. No education is ever complete, however, and it is the duty of educators to 





209 Yaqui drum, clay rattle, Yaqui metal rattle, tenabari (a string of butterfly cocoons), teponaxtle, grijulian (string of 
deer hooves), tlapanhuehuetl, and raspador Yaqui. 
210 Music Minus One, “Digital Music Minus One,” accessed June 11, 2016, http://digital.musicminusone.com.  
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